
DIVERSE HUNTING TRACT 
93± ACRES IN BOLIVAR COUNTY, MS 

Welcome to your new 93± acre hunting tract in Bolivar County, MS, the heart of the Mississippi Delta. 
The entire tract was placed in WRP (Wetland Reserve Program) several years ago, making it a full 

blown recreational playground. This property offers deer, duck, hog, and small game to suit all your 
hunting needs. As many know, the whitetail genes in the delta are some of the best MS has to offer 

and duck hunting follows suit. In fact, ducks were jumped in the timber on the initial inspection 
(1/20/20). Three established wildlife plots are in place with the duck slough being right in the middle 

and each plot was strategically created to allow the hunter to hunt different winds without disturbing 
the entire property. The two access points (east end and west end) are along the north side of Old 

Mound Bayou Road. The location is perfect being just 10 miles northeast of Cleveland, MS and 21 

miles southwest of Clarksdale, MS.  If you have been look for that affordable property in the MS  

Delta, call Michael Oswalt for your private showing today!   
DIRECTIONS FROM CLEVELAND, MS: travel Hwy 61 for 10.5 miles. Turn right on Moody Rd. and travel 4.6 miles. Turn right on 

Hackett Rd. then immediately take another right on Loran Rd. Turn left at the first cross street on Old Mound Bayou Rd. The  
property will be on  your left. GOOGLE MAP LINK 

https://goo.gl/maps/6435KeQ9tPBL5D889










CLICK HERE FOR AN INTERACTIVE MAP 

https://mapright.com/ranching/maps/2eb92e638f4326b8ebc59a7b7cc9f7a7/share
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